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MCTS Windows 7 Configuring 70-680 Study GuideLulu.com, 2009
This comprehensive guide book prepares the reader for Microsoft's brand new MCTS: Windows 7, Configuring exam (70-680). You'll find 100% coverage of all the exam objectives.  It provides practical, real-world scenarios; hands-on exercises, and challenging assessment questions.  This book prepares you for the 70-680 exam, called the Microsoft...
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Cthulhu CultLulu.com, 2007

	The Cult of Cthulhu shall never die. Its untenable spirit, unearthly and ichorous, is spreading far and wide through the Matrix-esque reality program that we are immersed in. As you read these words, try to wake up from the illusions surrounding you. This book is our manifesto, our truth, our bible! Cthulhu Cult is the integration of H.P....
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Fringe Knowledge for BeginnersLulu.com, 2008

	The last half of my life has been spent in the active pursuit of truth. In the following pages I sketch the broadest map of what I have learned in the fewest words possible. You will not find proof between the covers of this book, rather ideas and principles that give you understanding and perspective on proof existing all around and within...
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Real World Java EE Patterns Rethinking Best PracticesLulu.com, 2009

	This pragmatic book offers the real world knowledge you need to develop lean and maintainable Java EE 5 / 6 applications. Real World Java EE Patterns - Rethinking Best Practices guides you to efficient patterns and best practices in a structured way, with code from real world projects. This book includes coverage of: An introduction into the...
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web2pyLulu.com, 2010

	The official web2py manual. 3rd Edition. Includes many new pages (537 total).


	web2py was launched in 2007 and now, after three years of continuous development, we have reached a very much needed third edition of this book. During this time web2py has managed to win the affection of many knowledgeable users and developers who share...
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Clever Algorithms: Nature-Inspired Programming RecipesLulu.com, 2011

	The need for this project was born of frustration while working towards my
	PhD. I was investigating optimization algorithms and was implementing
	a large number of them for a software platform called the Optimization
	Algorithm Toolkit (OAT)1. Each algorithm required considerable effort
	to locate the relevant source material (from...
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Introduction to Embedded Systems: A Cyber-Physical Systems ApproachLulu.com, 2011

	The most visible use of computers and software is processing information for human
	consumption. We use them to write books (like this one), search for information
	on the web, communicate via email, and keep track of financial data. The vast
	majority of computers in use, however, are much less visible. They run the engine,
	brakes,...
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The Architecture Of Open Source ApplicationsLulu.com, 2012


	Carpentry is an exacting craft, and people can spend their entire lives learning how to do it well.

	But carpentry is not architecture: if we step back from pitch boards and miter joints, buildings as a

	whole must be designed, and doing that is as much an art as it is a craft or science.





	Programming is also an exacting...
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The Magic Eightball Test: A Christian Defense of Halloween and All Things SpookyLulu.com, 2006

	What happens when a pumpkin carving, trick or treating, late night monster movie watching monster fan becomes a Christian? Is Halloween now off-limits? Is the whole thing pagan, occult, satanic? Is a love for spooky things and Gothic detail just plain sick? Lint Hatcher, past editor of Wonder magazine and all-purpose pop culture maven,...
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How To Rock: The Ultimate Guide To Making It BIG In The Music BusinessLulu.com, 2009


	There have been many books written, guides published, and free

	advice given by many people on what to do in order to have what you

	want in the music business. This is the first guide to the music

	business ever written that completes the true formula for success by

	explaining not only what you have to do, but also who you have...
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Get Rich Playing GamesLulu.com, 2007

	GET PAID TO PLAY! 30 years in the making, the first book to offer everything you need to go from rags to riches in the fabulous videogame industry is here - are you ready to nail the ultimate high score? A must-have for anyone seeking a career in game art, design, audio, programming, marketing, journalism and sales! Learn how to break into...
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Salesforce HandbookLulu.com, 2011

	This book is not intended to be a deep-dive on security, programming, reporting, configuration, etc. but more of a high-level overview on salesforce.com, Force.com development, tools, methodology and other resources. We will not cover all aspects of salesforce.com. We wrote this book to (hopefully) become an invaluable resource for anyone new...
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